You can choose anything
… from your logo being added right up to an individually designed product.

We also offer you changes to the contents and layout:

**Inclusion in our books**
- of logos
- of URLs
- of contact information
- of stickers or banderoles
- of specific company information on/in our books

**Reprints** (excerpts from one of our books)
- of a single chapter
- of several chapters of your choice
- with an individual designed cover

see also passage "Reprints" on our homepage

**Design of a new product**
- by combining individual chapters from our books/databases, for example
- by changing the format and other individual changes to the layout

… in short: there’s no end to the possibilities available for tailoring the product to your own requirements.

Examples of personalized customer versions/reprint versions:

---

Individual offers on inquiry
Your contacts:

Simone Dress  
Phone +49/(0) 6201 606 334  
E-Mail: sdress@wiley.com

Petra Stark  
Phone +49/(0) 6201 606 424  
E-Mail: pestark@wiley.com

---
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